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This paper deals with the development of rescue archaeology in Ukraine. Despite the political and economic issues, this field was being developed within a period of 150 years. Thousands of burials and settlements were investigated over this period. Numerous data were incorporated
into databases. The main issues of the cultural heritage protection are the legal framework, data publication and funding.
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escue archaeology in Ukraine was being developed
for a period of almost 150 years. Excavations of
this kind almost always played a key role in a process
of gathering new data. As a time flows, rescue archaeology obtained its own specific features. However, quality of the work dependents upon the general level of
achievements in local archaeology, while the amount of
excavations and surveys dependents upon the political
situation in a country. Therefore, it would be reasonable
to analyze the development of rescue archaeology in regards to Ukraine’s political history.

■

Rescue archaeology before 1914

1864 was the beginning of the purposeful development
of rescue archaeology when the position of “conservator”
appeared in Lvov (that time located in Austrian Empire).
Conservator was a person officially responsible for the
preservation of objects related to science and culture;
he was paid by the State. This position was officially
supported by the special government act regarding the
preservation of cultural heritage in Austrian Empire
by the Cesar-King’s Committee. This Committee performed the work, including archaeological studies in

the Western Ukraine, until 1919 (Булик 2006, 60-61).
Mieczysław Ludwik Potocki, famous by the find of
Zbruch idol, obtained the conservator position in 1864
(Kuśnierz 2010, 95).
Archaeological investigations in the Central and
the Eastern Ukraine being the part of Russian Empire
required special permission from the Imperator’s
Archaeological Committee since 1899. Museums and
Scientific societies were active in preserving the cultural
history as well. The most influential organizations were
the Imperator’s Odessa Society in History and Antiquity
and the Kiev Society in Preservation of the Antiquities
and Arts. Despite all those activities, numerous sites
were destroyed that time (Нестерова 2008, 275).
The first period of development of the rescue archaeology in Ukraine was stopped by World War I.
Investigations of the second half of the 19th – the beginning of the 20th century were characterized by positivist
views, but methodology of excavations and interpretations still did not exist as a set of necessary rules (Лєх
2006, 23). That period opened a history of official organizations that were responsible for the cultural heritage
preservation.
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Rescue archaeology
in 1914 – 1945
■

Further development of rescue archaeology in
Ukraine covers a period of two world wars, revolutions
and dramatic changes in political life. Intensive studies
were not performed during wars. However, different
political regimes founded the institutions to protect the
cultural heritage.
The law on formation of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences was signed by Hetman P. Skoropadsky on 24 of
November, 1918. Institute of Archaeology in Kiev was
founded within a short time, in 1918. In a year (1919),
the Committee on Development of the Archaeological
Map of Ukraine was formed as a part of Academy
of Sciences. The Committee was reorganized into
Archaeological Committee of the Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine in 1921 that later (1922) was reorganized into
Archaeological Committee as a part of Department of
History and Philosophy of the All-Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences. In 1924 this organization became a base
for the formation of the All-Ukrainian Archaeological
Committee (hereinafter – AUAC) that was reorganized
into the Institute of History of the Material Culture in
1934. Among other goals, the AUAC was focused on
cultural heritage protection in the areas of intensive
construction. Moreover, this Committee worked on
organization principles of rescue archaeology, applied
for funding and tried to provide archaeological expertizes prior to industrial construction (Толочко 2012, 103,
107).
Besides the Academy of Sciences, newly formed
Ukrainian museums were focused on rescue excavations.
The most intensive investigations covered a period of
1924 – 1930. However, the quality of excavations, data
publication, and analytics followed old trends. If the
very beginning of the Soviet Marxist archaeology was
in many ways similar to Processual Archaeology of the
1960s (see: Biehl, Gramsch and Marciniak 2002), the
museums were doing traditional archaeology that was
often accompanied by excavations of the poor quality.
Unfortunately, the dichotomy of two traditions ended
up tragically. Archaeologists who worked for the museums were repressed (Яненко 2012, 345-347), while the
progressive trends in early Marxist archaeology were replaced by dogmatism.
The first third of the 20th century in Ukraine was
a time of intensive industrial construction that was focused on reorganization of the rural area to industrial
center. Archaeologists who worked for the AUAS and
museums performed a great field work in the most
of places of construction. Numerous famous sites,
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including the Mariupol cemetery, kurgans near the
“Azot Plant” and others, were investigated (Горішній,
Отрощенко, Шапошникова 1987, 67; Кучугура 2007;
Литвиненко 2012, 155).
The work of the archaeological expedition
“Dneproges” that was organized in 1926 by Narkomat
of Education and Academy of Sciences and headed by
D. Yavornitskiy was one of the greatest achievements of
the Ukrainian rescue archaeology between World War
I and World War II. Excavations and surveys were performed in the Dnieper region near Zaporozhye at the
sites that were destroyed by the construction of hydroelectric station and its infrastructure. Despite the lack of
specialists and money, four years of work led to brilliant
results, including the finds dated by Paleolithic time
(Ковальова 2012).
The Western Ukraine in 1919 – 1939 was divided into
two districts of the cultural heritage protection. The
State Union of Conservators of the Prehistoric Sites
of the Ministry of Religion and Education of Poland,
and, later, the State Archaeological Museum in Warsaw,
were responsible for the rescue excavations (Піотровска
2006, 67-69, 79). The work had a smaller scale than in
the Soviet part of Ukraine and mostly covered the excavations prior to construction of roads or dwellings
(Піотровска 2006, 80-83).
Summarizing the achievements of the rescue archaeology in Ukraine between World War I and World War
II, we may trace some general trends. Despite different
views on goals of archaeology that coexisted that time
(Marxist methodology and culture history), different
scientific organizations were focused on cultural heritage protection. This trend was supported by the Polish
and the Soviet governments, both in terms of laws and
funding. Meanwhile, the Soviet archaeology had the
issues, mainly regarding the lack of professionals, information about the sites that were destroyed. Budgets of
some rescue expeditions required more financial support (Ковальова 2012, 113).

Rescue archaeology in late
1940s – 1980s
■

The next period of rescue archaeology covers a time
from the end of World War II till the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Rescue archaeology became necessary
because of the recovering of the economy after the war
and new industrial construction. Already in 1945 the
Second Dneproges expedition was organized where
V. Danilenko, M. Rudinskiy and M. Bodianskiy investigated numerous well-known sites before 1949
(Струкуленко 2012, 283).
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Cultural heritage protection was made possible by
the important laws that regulated the process of construction. The resolution “On the arrangements of the
improvement of the cultural heritage protection” was
proposed by the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR in
1948 (Постановление № 3898 от 14.10.1948 Совмина
СССР o мерах улучшения охраны памятников
культуры). The resolution structured the system of
the rescue archaeology in terms of responsible organization and finance. The law of the USSR “On the protection and utilization of the objects of culture and
history” (Закон УРСР № 3600-ІХ від 13.07.1978 про
охорону і використання пам’яток історії і культури,
articles 31, 35, and 36) made the expertise and excavations the mandatory stage of any construction. Besides
official scientific institutions, including universities,
population was invited to preservation of the cultural
heritage as well. The Ukrainian Community of the
Culture and History Protection was created for those
purposes.
Intensive construction and melioration became
typical for the development of the Southern and the
Eastern Ukraine since 1960s. New set of researches was
performed prior to construction of the Dnieper cascade of the hydroelectric stations. Experts (including
A. Dobrovolskyi, D. Berezovets, E. Makhno, D. Blifeld,
V. Dovzhenko, D. Telegin, N. Kuchera and many others) were provided by the Institute of Archaeology of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (Kiev), Institute
of the Community Sciences of the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR (Lvov), local and state museums. This led
to formation of the “archaeology of new constructions”
in the Soviet Ukrainian archaeology. Of course, this
trend was typical for other parts of the USSR, including
Middle Asia (Массон 1985, 3).
The scale of rescue expeditions reached that high
level that the standing expeditions were organized,
including the Kakhovskaya expedition (headed by
A. Leskov), Ingulskaya expedition (O. Shaposhnikova)
and others (Горішній, Отрощенко, Шапошникова
1987, 68). Besides the standing expeditions, the
Department of “archaeology of new constructions”
was formed at the Institute of Archaeology in order to perform and coordinate the work. In the beginning it was headed by Yu. Zakharuk (Горішній,
Отрощенко, Шапошникова 1987, 68). Within few
years this Department was dismissed, but created again
in some years and headed by M. Shmaglij. In 1976 the
Department was discluded from the structure of the
Institute, and brought back into it in 1983. By 1991 it was
headed by P. Gorishnyi and O. Prykhodniuk.
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Most of well-known Ukrainian archaeologists “were
graduated” from the standing rescue expeditions. Let
us name some of them. Verkhnetarasovskaya expedition worked in 1973 – 1976 in Dnepropetrovsk and
Zaporozhye oblasts (regions) mainly focused on excavations of kurgans. The expedition was headed by
E. Chernenko and I. Cherednichenko. S. Bessonova,
Ya. Boldin, K. Buniatian, G. Evdokimov, S. Pustovalov,
and Yu. Rassamakin were employed. 158 kurgans that
contained 770 graves of different cultures were investigated (Струкуленко 2012, 283).
Zaporozhskaya expedition worked in 1967 – 1992
and was headed by V. Bidzilia, V. Otroshchenko,
Yu. Rassamakin. Yu. Boltrik, S. Kruts, S. Pustovalov
and other archaeologists and physical anthropologists excavated 189 kurgans that contained 762 graves
(Струкуленко 2012, 284).
Ordzhonikidzevskaya expedition worked in 1970
– 1992 and was headed by B. Mazolevskiy and S. Polin.
G. Evdokimov, A. Zagerebelnyi, S. Kruts, V. Murzin,
S. Pustovalov, E. Chernenko and others excavated
831 graves in 143 kurgans (Струкуленко 2012, 284).
Excavations of the “Tsar’s” Scythian kurgans, including the Tolstaya Mohyla, Haymanova Mohyla, Babyna
Mohyla and Soboleva Mohyla were among the achievements of this expedition.
Severskodonetskaya expedition worked in 1971
– 1981 and was headed by N. Cherednichenko, S. Bratchenko, I. Pislariy. Donetskaya expedition worked in
1977 – 1980 and headed by S. Bratchenko. Those expeditions investigated over 500 kurgans and settlements of
different time (Литвиненко 2012, 155-156).
Large-scale rescue work became complicated because the number of professional archaeologists in the
Institute was too small to cover all rescue expeditions.
This led to organization of the local archaeological
centers, mainly on the base of universities. For example,
the second Severskodonetskaya expedition headed by
S. Bratchenko collaborated with the Donetsk University,
where the special research group was formed in 1978.
O. Privalov, S. Sanzharov, D. Kravets, A. Evglevskiy,
R. Litvinenko and others worked in this group till 1992
and excavated about 1100 graves in more than 300 kurgans (Литвиненко 2012, 156-157). Dnepropetrovsk
standing expedition of the Dnepropetrovsk University
worked in 1972 – 1999 under I. Kovaleva. The work was
mainly focused on kurgans between the Orel and the
Samara rivers and in the Western bank of the Middle
Dnieper. 4860 graves were investigated in 868 kurgans
and 1363 graves were excavated in 382 kurgans in these
two regions respectively (Струкуленко 2012, 284).
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The rescue archaeology in Lvov University was organized in different way since 1985, when the Scientific
Laboratory in Historic and Archaeological Studies
organized under V. Kasiukhnych. Rescue work in
this region was performed according to the orders.
M. Peleshchishin, V. Tsyhylyk, L. Krushelnytska managed the work in different years (Чайка, Довгань 1992;
Касюхнич 2005).
Thus, this period was the most productive for the
rescue archaeology in Ukraine. Most of archaeologists
from different institutions took part in those studies.
Moreover, new centers were formed in order to teach new
experts. Because of the massive construction, mainly in
the Southern and the Eastern Ukraine, rescue studies in
this area were the most numerous in the USSR (Шелов
1984, 5). It is important to note that the development of
the rescue archaeology was supported by series of laws
and government resolutions, as well as centralized funding. Large-scale excavations were performed on numerous sites. New finds led to introduction of the statistical
methods to Ukrainian archaeology in order to deal with
the massive data (Генинг et al. 1990).
However, those intensive excavations led to some
issues as well. The heads of expeditions had exclusive
rights to publish the data, but some of them did not
have a time for analysis and writing the papers. In the result, about 50 % of complexes are still not included into
scientific circulation (Симоненко 2012, 10-12).

Rescue archaeology
in the independent Ukraine
■

The current state of rescue archaeology in Ukraine formally started with obtaining the independence. The
field is being developed in the context of low funding
and changing laws. Some of the issues were solved at the
most general level, while most of the problems of rescue
archaeology are still unsolved.
Legal base for the rescue archaeology was formed
during 2000 – 2004 with the laws “On preservation of
the cultural heritage”, “On preservation of the archaeological heritage” and improvement of the European
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological
Heritage (Казимір 2010). Some years ago Ukrainian
government rejected the mandatory archaeological
expertise prior to construction. Intensive field work
stopped in many regions (Козак 2009, 14-16). This
problem was solved recently in the result of active position of the Institute of Archaeology of Ukraine and the
Ukrainian Archaeologists Association (Козак 2014).
Because of the issues in economy, expeditions
did not get the funding in the beginning of 1990s.
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Difficulties with the legal framework and funding led to
the formation of the organizations of a new type that
focused on rescue archaeology exclusively. At first they
were formed as the regional archaeological centers that
solved administrative issues and organized groups of experts. Academic institutions followed older tradition of
the “expeditions of new constructions” and special institutions that worked in large areas (usually covering some
oblasts) or within the whole country.
Institute of Archaeology of the NAS of Ukraine
and Institute of Ukrainian Studies (Lviv) were the leaders of reformation the rescue archaeology. The Rescue
Archaeology Service was created in Lviv in 1991. At first
this organization was headed by V. Ivanovskiy. Later
O. Osaulchuk became its director. In some time this
center was included into a structure of the rescue archaeological service of the Institute of Archaeology.
During 1990s large-scale excavations were performed
in Lvov, Galich and area of the construction of the
oil-pipe Odessa-Brody. However, some of the materials were not published fully until the present
(Конопля, Войнаровський, Онищук 2004; Конопля,
Войнаровський, Филипчук 2004).
Situation was normalized since the beginning of
2000s. Institute of Archaeology created a state firm
“Rescue Archaeological Service of Ukraine” that is
focused on archaeological expertise and rescue excavations. Branches of this organization work in most
oblasts of Ukraine (Козак 2009, 20-26). The relative number of rescue expeditions reached about 30 %
(Козак 2007; 2010). The Rescue Archaeological Service
of Ukraine employs experts in different chronological
periods – B. Pryshchepa, B. Strotsen, A. Suprunenko,
T. Mylian, I. Golubeva, Yu. Brovender, S. Pivovarov,
M. Ilkiv, A. Zlatogorskiy and others. Administration
and scientific coordination of different branches is managed by D. Kozak. Special department at the Institute
of Archaeology employs the heads of all regional
organizations.
Work on databases, expertise, and rescue excavations
requires a special permissions (form 4 for the rescue excavations and from 6 for the expertise). This confirms the
professional skills of archaeologist to perform the work.
One more permission is required from the Department
of the Preservation of the Archaeological Heritage of
the Ministry of Culture of Ukraine. Permissions from
different institutions solve the problem of possible monopolization of the rescue archaeology in Ukraine.
Number of experts that are able to perform largescale excavations remains a problem since 1990s when
numerous people left archaeology for economic reasons.
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Full-time employment in Ukrainian archaeology is often associated with low payments. Therefore, expeditions sometimes meet the lack of professionals (Клочко
2007, 70; Козак, 2009, 14).
One of the most important problems in rescue archaeology inherited from the previous period. This is
unpublished data. Cases of the reports that were not
submitted are known as well. The former issue is being
solved. Examples of correlation of the rescue archaeology and analytics of the high quality are still rare.
However, the positive dynamics is traced. For example, S. Taranenko who works for the Institute of City
Archaeology in Kiev performs fruitful studies on structure of the Kiev Rus capital basing on data from the rescue excavations (Taranenko 2012; Тараненко 2013).
Now the brief publications are mandatory for all archaeologists who received the permission for a field work.
These papers are published in “Archaeological researches in Ukraine” (Козак 2009, 19). The data from rescue
work in the Eastern and the Central Ukraine are mainly
published in “Materials and Studies in Archaeology of
the Eastern Ukraine” edited by S. Sanzharov. Materials
from surveys and excavations in the Northern and the
Central Ukraine may be found in “Archaeological Anal
of the Eastern-Bank Ukraine” edited by A. Suprunenko.
New journal of rescue archaeology in Ukraine, “Acta
Archaeologiae Conservativae” was founded in Lviv by
T. Mylian. The goal of this journal is to bring together
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the data from rescue expedition, papers on legal, methodological and theoretical issues of archaeology. The
first volume is forthcoming.
One more issue was unrecognized for several years. It
is a connection between the discipline and society. The
formation of the Ukrainian Archaeologists Association
(headed by D. Kozak) that includes professional archaeologists, students and large interested audience seems to
be an important step in solving this issue.
■

Conclusions

Thus, we tried to trace the development of the rescue
archaeology in Ukraine for a period of 150 years. On
one hand, this long history of preservation the cultural
heritage led to accumulation of the important experience. On another hand, the traditions were formed in
totally different economic and political framework.
Obviously, traditions are hard to be reformed. However,
the reforms are necessary, because the field of science
(especially the one that is strongly related to economy)
cannot live “its own life” outside the general trends in
the development of a country. Therefore, introduction
of the experience of post-socialistic countries in the
Central and the Eastern Europe into rescue archaeology in Ukraine is required now. We believe that this
should help in solving the issues of legacy, relation
of the field to education, data publication and other
problems.
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Summary
Taras Mylian, Aleksandr Diachenko
Archeologia ratownicza na Ukrainie: tradycje, osiągnięcia i problemy
Archeologia ratownicza często odgrywała kluczową rolę
w procesie zbierania nowych danych dotyczących dziedzictwa archeologicznego na Ukrainie. Specyfika takich badań
kształtowała się stopniowo na przestrzeni ostatnich 150 lat,
przy czym ich jakość zależała od ogólnego poziomu osiągnięć
w lokalnej archeologii, a ilość od sytuacji w kraju. Z tego po-
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wodu uznaliśmy za zasadne przeanalizowanie rozwoju archeologii ratowniczej w odniesieniu do historii politycznej Ukrainy i różnych realiów społeczno-gospodarczych, poczynając
od drugiej połowy XIX w., a kończąc na czasach współczesnych. Archeologia ratownicza, jako gałąź nauki silnie związana ze stanem gospodarki, nie może żyć niezależnie od ogólnych trendów w przemianach w kraju. Skłania to do wniosku
o potrzebie jej reformy, z użyciem doświadczeń innych krajów post-socjalistycznych w Europie Środkowej i Wschodniej.

